Rule on Sale
od Rule, F:ngineering
magazine, are oil sale
totiaj 111111 tomorrow for 25
cents in the E ii gineering
Building lobby.
I’M. last edition of the semester is dedicated to graduating seldom,
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La Torre, Lyke End
New Mag Debuts

DR. EUGENE FREEMAN
. . . new philosophy head

Eugene Freeman
Hawed As New
Philosophy Head
With less than a year of service
as an aSSOeiate professor with the
SJS faculty, Dr. Eugene Freeman
has been promoted to the top spot
in the Philosophy Department.
Dr. Frederick Dommeyer, current chairmen of the department.
is resigning in order to devote all
of his time to teaching.
The new chairman received his
bachelors from the University of
California at Los Angeles and his
Ph.D. from the University of Chicago. He formerly taught for 10
years at Northern Illinois College
in DeKalb beginning in 1933, and
seven years at the Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago.
Dr. Freeman’s publications include an early work on Charles
Peiree’s Categories, published by
Open Court Publishing Company.
He is an editor of the Open Court
Library of Philosophy and a member of the advisory board of the
Library of Living Philosophers,
published by Open Court.
Currently an editor of the Monist, an international philosophical
quarterly, Dr. Freeman is also a
co-author of "The Wisdom and
Ideas of Plato" and a co-editor of
a more recent book, "Process and
Divinity: The Hartshorne Feat shrift," published in December,
1964.
Dr. Freeman just recently accepted an invitation to serve as a
member of the editorial advisory
board of Folia Humanistica, published in Spain.

Science Fiction Film
At Friday Flicks
Pat Boone and James Mason
will co-star Friday night at 7
and 9:30 in TH55 when Friday
Flicks screens "Journey to the
Center of the Earth."
In supporting roles are Arlene
Dahl and Diane Baker.
The movie is based on the exciting plot of Jules Verne’s novel,
a science fiction thriller.
Among the perils faced by the
cast arc regions of poison fumes
And luminous algae and battles
with giant lizards. Adding to the
other-world mood of the film is
a huge organic mountain, featuring a volcanic vent which sucks in
part of Boone and Mason’s exploration party.

.1,111114 ill Lc ihe last day
of oublieuthia for the Spartan

The final edition will highlight
the 1965 graduation actisitieq.
There vkill be no Daily nor
clamor% on Monday, May 31, in
obftervanre of Metnorial Day.
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A new magazine sponsored by
the Department of Journalism
and Advertising will debut on
the SP.; campus next fall.
The department has dropped
sponsorship of La Torre, college
yearbook, and Lyke, college lea.
lure publication, in favor of the
new "quality" magazine.
Dr. Dwight Bentel, chairman of
111, Department of Journalism and

Final Daily

CER Recognized

Education Excellence
Controversy Kindled

Advertising, told the Daily, "La
Torre seems to have outlived its
usefulness for several reasons.
"Only 2,800 copies are purchased
by a student body in excess of
20,000 students. It cost the department $30,000 to produce this year’s
book, none of which is underwritten.
’CAN’T HANDLE IT’
"The sheer burden of getting
La Torre out is so great that this
department no longer can handle
it. The least slip-up in the production schedule would be disastrous."
Dr. Bentel emphasized, "We are
not saying there shall be no La
Torre or Lyke. We are simply
saying the department no longer
can sponsor them as a class and
a course."
"We are proposing a large format, slick paper, quality magazine
which will incorporate the best
features of Lyke with some of the
content ideas of Look and Life,"
Dr. Bentel said.
"It will become a real college
showpiece, devoted to the significant on-going affairs of the campus, with attention to arts, student
affairs, education, etc," Dr. Bentel
stated.
The proposed magazine would be
published, initially, four times during the year and would represent
an on-going record of the significant developments of the year.
COLOR PICTUREf4
The department chairman explained that an inexpensive glossy
cover would be available for bind log all four editions into one hardbound book.
"The fourth issue would be devoted in large part to the senior
class, with color pictures of the
graduates. It also would include
a summary of the four-year period
threugh which the graduates have
come."
The department chairman continued, "We feel this is a step forward, not a negative action.
"If the ASB or any other group
wants to continue the publications,
then it is okay with this department.
"We welcome any student on
campus who wishes to work on the
magazine to enroll next semester,"
Dr. Bentel concluded.

TV Spotlights
On Tower Hall
Tower Hall will be the subject
of this week’s "Perspective" television program, student produced
and shown over KNTV Channel 11,
Saturday at 9 a.m.
The plight of the landmark of
California’s oldest college will be
discussed in the half-hour show
and a recap of current restoration
efforts will be included in the production.
Darrell Hamilton, graduate student in radio and television, is director of Saturday’s show and Dr.
Clarence Flick is faculty producer.

By SHERRY BROWN
More fuel was added to the
blazing controversy over student
organizations for "excellence in
education" yesterday, when Student Council approved temporary
recognition of Collegians for Edocational Responsibility ((’ER.1.
Confusion over similarities and
differences of the two prominent
organizations (Students for Excellence in Education, SEE, and
CER) caused council to go behind
closed doors for a lengthy discussion.
John Brockman, junior representative and vice chairman of
council P oli cy Committee, explained the two criteria which an
Classes End

-Photo by Paul Sequeira
LOURINE JOHNSON is the "doll f the month" in SJS feature
magazine, Lyke. The summer issue ended its first day of three
days of sale with "approximately 1,000 copies" sold, Iry Tiessen,
editor, said. The current issue may be the last. (For more details,
see story.)

Says
Recent Pay Raise
’Short of Heed’
President Robert D. Clark told
a group of Central Coast community leaders Wednesday night that
state colleges appreciate the recent 10 per cent pay boost made
by the legislature, but that this
gesture falls short of what Is
needed.

Students Write
For The Tower

By ROGER ALLEN
The Tower, SJS’ faculty magazine, will now include articles written by students.
Previously the magazine has
been largely devoted to articles
written by faculty members with
a few articles contributed by adPresident Clark spoke of the ministration officials.
deepening financial crisis now facThe Tower has been printed
ing the state college system. He once a semester since spring 1964.
indicated that SJS may have probTAU DELT PROPOSAL
lems filling faculty vacancies as
The decision was taken Monday
there are still 65 positions for next
by The Tower’s incoming and outfall still unfilled,
going editorial boards following a
"Our salaries are just not com- proposal by Tau Delta Phi, men’s
petitive," he said. "To compete we honorary scholastic fraternity.
will need a 15.8 per cent increase."
The proposal calls for the Tau
Another problem SJS and the Belts to supply a student member
state college system faces is budg- of the editorial board, to contribet inflexibility. President Clark ute a yet -undetermined sum of
called this one of the most "per- money, and to solicit articles for
plexing and frustrating" problems The Tower from students.
The Tau Delts will also supply
he has ever had.
Glen E. Guttormsen, business manpower for selling and publicizmanager at SJS, expanded on this ing the magazine.
topic. He told the audience that
EQUAL VOICE
his office found adequate money
The student member will have
to cover the 1.8 per cent pay cut
suffered earlier this year by pro- equal voice with each of the three
fessors but because of the budget’s faculty members in deciding what
inflexibility the money could not to print and in formulating policy.
Dr. James Clark of English. one
be used.
4111.111.11/.11111111.1....MMANINIM.1.110111....11..11.1.11..

Scholar-in-Residence

Council Approves Program
The proposed scholar-in -residence program
recently was confirmed when Student Council
allocated over $3,000 for its development.
The program consists of having the Scholarin-Residence Committee invite a well-known
scholar to the SJS campus for a full semester
or an eight -week teaching program. This will
begin with the academic year of 1965-1966.
Part of the program will involve having the
distinguished scholar teach an upper division
class for credit. The course would be in the
scholar’s special area of competence or interest.
Other obligations will be visiting classes at
the request of instructors and holding informal
discussion sessions with students and faculty.

The residing scholar will also present a serie,
of four to six lectures open to the public.
The program’s main purpose is to suppl,ment the students’ academic experiences 1,,
classroom contact, which might not otherwise
be possible.
"The scholar-in -residence program is designed to stimulate creative thinking amour:
students by direct confrontation with men distinguished in their particular fields," said Ronald Joe, scholar-in-residence chairman.
"Persons under consideration for the program are French philosopher Jean-Paul Sari,
and Buckminster Fuller. designer of many engineering feats," said Joe.
Arlatinelr

The last day of regularly scheduled classes for the spring semester will be Wednesday, June 2.
Final examinations be gi n the
following day and are scheduled to
last through Thursday, June 10.
Graduation exercises are planned
for Friday. June 11.

of the past editors, felt that the
magazine should be "preponderantly faculty," though he had no
objections to printing student contributions. This was the consensus
of faculty opinion at the meeting.
What direction The Tower will
take was also discussed at the
meeting. Dr. John Galm of the
English Department, one of the
new editors, asked: "How scholarly should it get?"
LAYMAN
Dr. Theodore Norton of Political
Science, also a new editor, felt
that "anything comprehensible to
the intelligent layman" should be
Printed.
Dr. Fauneil Rinn of Political
Science, a past editor, stated that
fiction should be accepted.
Agreeing with Dr. Rinn, Dr. Joseph Young of Biology, also a former editor of The Tower, said that
poetry, biographical sketches, and
reprints from book talks are all
within the magaiine’s province.

Space Official
Predicts Future
Flight Tragedy
ST. LOUIS (UPI)
Eight
days in advance of the next
scheduled U.S. manned space
flight an official yesterday issued
this warning:
"Let us not expect our space
program to proceed indefinitely
without some. tragedy involving
our astronauts."
The official was Dr. Edward C.
Welsh. executive secretary of the
National Aeronautics and Space
Council. He addressed the fifth
national conference on the peaceful uses of space.
Astronauts James A. McDivitt
and Edward H. White II are scheduled to take off June 3 on a four
day flight aboard the Gemini 4
spacecraft. Welsh did not mention
this or any other specific flight.

organization must meet in order
to be recognized.
"An organization which does not
duplicate exactly, and I stress exactly, and does not advocate the
overthrow of the government, must
be recognized," he stated.
DIFFERENCES QUESTIONED
Duplication was the criteria on
whic h council felt recognition
should be withheld.
Several members of council still
questioned whether differences in
methods of obtaining excellence in
education removed the duplication
of the ultimate goal.
A statement from the preamble
of SEE’s constitution and the basic
difference between the two organizations, reads "that all members
of SEE support excellence in a
’free’ system of higher education."
Richard Greatfield, member of
CER, appeared be f o re council,
stating that CER does not stipulate this principle as a requirement for membership.
If we have to resort to paying
tuition in order to obtain the best
education possible, we will, he said.
TEMPORARY RECOGNITION
Bill Clark, junior representative
and chairman of Campus Policy
Committee, explained that the one
semester of temporary recognition
was originally set up to determine
if the organization was fulfilling
its function and whether it met the
required criteria for permanent
recognition after that period.
Council approved CER as a temporary organization by a voice
vote with one dissent.
In other action yesterday, coon -

cil unanimously approved the Financial Advisory Board’s recommendation for the Spartan Daily
budget.
The budget named two possible
allocutions, allowing the Daily the
choice of either one.
The first plan named an allocation of $29,874, with a circulation
of 10,000 and an increase in advertising rates. Advertising ratio
to editorial material under this
plan would be 45 per cent.
SECOND PLAN
Under the second plan, the Daily
would be allocated $31,000 with a
9,000 circulation and retain the
same rates for advertising. Ratio
between advertising and editorial
matter would also be 45 per cent.
A committee of editorial and advertising staff will determine the
choice of plan.
Another proposal made to council yesterday was introduced by
Richard Epstein, graduate representative.
Epstein proposed to suspend the
flag salute before council meetings. The proposal will be discussed next week.

Field Trips
There are still openings for the
Sequoia National Park and Cambria Pines field trip studies according to Mrs. Dorothy Ellis, natural
science field studies secretary.
Mrs. Ellis said she will be in
S127 from 8 am. to 5 p.m. every
week day to take registrations
until the group leaves for the
Mammoth Lakes trip June 12.

Finals Schedule
Group I classes meet Daily, MWF. MTW, MWTh, MW, MF,
MTWTh, or W
Group II classes meet TTh, T, Th, TWh, MTTh, TThF, MTThF,
MTWTh, or TWhF.
To avoid conflicts in final examinations, students must not sign
up for two classes in the same group at the same hour. Also,
no student taking a foreign language should sign up for a 4:30
Group II class.
Class Time

Group

All Engl. A & IA
Foreign Lang. Dep’tmtls
7:30 A.M.
7:30 A.M.
8:30 A.M.
8:30 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
11:30 A.M.
11:30 A.M.
12:30 P.M.
1
12:30 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
I
1:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
I
2:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
I
3:30 P.M.
430 P.M.
I
4:30 P.M.
All
5:30 P.M.
7:00 P.M. Thursday
7:00 P.M. Monday
7:00 P.M. Tuesday
7:00 P.M. Wednesday

Test Date
Thursday, June 3
Thursday, June 3
Fiiday, June 4
Friday, June 4
Monday, June 7
Monday, June 7
Tuesday, June 8
Tuesday, June 8
Wednesday, June 9
Wednesday, June 9
Thursday, June 10
Thursday, June 10
Monday, June 7
Monday, June 7
Friday, June 4
Friday, June 4
Wednesday, June 9
Wedesday, June 9
Tuesday, June 8
Tuesday, June 8
Friday, June 4
Thursday, June 3
Last cls ming before Jun
Thursday, June 3
Monday, June 7
Tuesday, June 8
Wednesday, June 9

Test Hours
1:00-3:20 P.M.
3:30-6:20 P.M.
7:30-9:50 A.M.
10:0012:20
1030-12:20
7:30-9:50
7:30-9:50
10:00-12.20
10:00-12:20
7:30-9-30
10700-12:20
7:30-9:30
3:30-5:50 P.M.
1:00-3:20
1:00.3:20
3:30 5:50
1:00 5:50
1:00-3:20
1:00-3:20
3:30-5:50
7:00.9:20
3:30-5:50’
3 5:30-6:50
7:00-9:20 P.M.
7:00-9:20
7:00-9:20
7:00-9:20

’If desired, the time of this examination period may be changed
to 4:30-6:50 P.M.
Examinations for daily and four day classes may, at the option of
the instructor, extend over the two examindt,on periods which
they control.
No examinations are scheduled for the morning of Thursday,
June 3.
Special and make-up examiations should be scheduled for the
afternoon of Thursday, June 10.
Classes extending into more than one class period should be
examined as of the beginning of the first of these periods

S--SPARTAN DAILY
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Thutsday,

One IBM Card
To Another

Right To Work Law
Criticized in Letter

it) 1.01 KING
FACI’LTY DEMONSTRATION
Congratulations are in order for those teachers v.ho are willing
to stand up for their profession and be counted.
It was evident that only the "best" and most dedicated teachers
were in the AFT faculty demonstration. They put on robes and
stood up for their convictions. There was no halfway support or
only expressing views in front of those who agree.
The professors who donned rdbes stood up and were counted.
Congratulations.
STUDENT POLITIC’S
It is understandable that students should get experiences in
college that are beneficial to later life, but Student Council is overdoing it.
It doesn’t seem right that college is the place for students to
learn the ropes of "behind the screens" dirty) politics.
Case in point is the Sparta Camp Director. Last year Dan
Dahlen quit his position on Student Council because he could not
In all good conscience, serve on that body. Now that body is finding
It hard to appoint him Sparta Camp Director despite his apparent
suitability for the job.
Dan got the recommendation of the interview board but Pisan.,
said no. So the Board considered some other people but still could
not find anybody better qualified than Dan.
Through a surprise introduction of Dan’s name by Hendricks
and a calling for a closed session, Dan was voted down as camp
director. No one is sure of all the behind the scenes action but it
doesn’t sound too good.
Probably a lot more people besides the three faculty advisers
will wash their hands of this mess before all the dirt is cleared away.
YEA FOR SEE TOO
Congratulations also to SEE. It has withstood the attacks from
the reactionaries (Richard Reeb willingly admits his attempts to
destroy SEE). But in withstanding the attack from the right, SEE
has not swung over to the left, who were waiting with open arms to
"save" them.
Now maybe SEE can get on and do the job it started out to do.
Somebody sure has to do it.

r
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Yft\e,Puts An

BASS Et>

Willi CONVALINISte

World Wire
WHITTIER STUDENTS STAGE DEMONSTRATIONS
More than 200 students demonstrated
briefly at Whittier College Tuesday, protesting low faculty salaries,
low academic standards and heavy teaching loads.
The main concern was the college’s alleged failure to prepare
students to "confront and interpret the modern world."
College President D. Paul S. Smith conferred with the students
and agreed with the allegation but said it was
college’s fault.
He said the "world is moving too fast for education to catch up with
it." He claimed other colleges also were behind in this area.
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Mechanics trained in Europe
for perfection in San Jose

GARAGE EUROPA
Repair of Volkswagen - Mercedes - Porsche

850 Lincoln Ave.
San Jose 25, Calif.
292-5675

MASTER MECHANICS
Trained in Germany
Werner Zollenkopf

L RANCH
794-2941
ALMA and ALMADEN
"FATHER GOOSE"
"STRANGE BEDFELLOWS"
"DONOVAN’S REEF"
(Fri.. Sat., Sun. Only)

1969 ALUM ROCK AVE

258-1344

Sr.OF
"DIE. DIE, MY DARLING"
"MY BLOOD RUNS CO’ D"
"CODE 7 VICTIM 5"

S T VDT

SOUTH SCREEN

396 SOUTH FIRST
292 6221.
R. Cnomberloin - Y. Mirnieux
"JOY IN THE MORNING"
"7 FACES OF DR. LAO"
Student Rote

Dusk to Down Show
"SEX & THE SINGLE GIRL"
"THE PINK PANTHER"
"ENSIGN PULVER"

BOLIVIAN WORKERS RETURN TO JOBS
LA PAZ, Bolivia (UPI -Leftist-led workers reterned to their
jobs throughout Bolivia yesterday that ended a 10-day-old strike with
revolt overtones in which 70 persons were killed and 250 wounded.
The Bolivian Workers Central (COB) called off its anti -government general strike in the nation’s tin mines and factories on the
basis of an agreement with the military junta negotiated by university faculty members and non-Communist union leaders.
Striking tin miners agreed to evacuate the properties they seized
earlier in the week on the promise the junta would recall troops to
their barracks. There was some delay in evacuation of mines in
Oruro Department province, however, and the army said it wonid
keep troops in the field until miners abandoned the premises.
A government decision to withhold pay from strikers for the
days they were out caused some discontent among those returning
to work. The junta had previously announced it would penalize
strike leaders.
The junta blamed the strike on the National Revolutionary
Movement (MNRi and Christian Democrat parties as well as the
Communists.

MORE HI’AC DEMONSTRATORS ARRESTED
CHICAGO (UPD- --Federal marshals hauled shouting demonstrators out of a session of the House Committee on Un-American
Activities yesterday.
Twelve persons, most of them teenagers, were carried from the
room within little more than an hour.
The demonstrators, all of them protesting the three-day series
of hearings as unconstitutional, bobbed up from the audience shouting slogans such as ’’HUAC must go" and "HUAC is unconstitutional."
As soon as they did so, the marshals grabbed them and carried
them bodily from the hearing room in the old U.S. Circuit Court
of
Appeals building on North Lake Shore Drive.
- 711 7I-Irr,
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secret locked in

his
his
mind ...or in her arms?

GREGORY
PECK
DIANE
BAKER
CO-HIT

JAMES GARNER
[VA MARIE SAINT

’?6 HOURS"

Tau Delta Phis Ask
For CER-SEE Peace
Editor:
As everyone must know by
now, there are, at present, two
groups on the SJS campus which
both claim to represent a sizeable portion of the student body
in a general drive for excellence
in education. As must be equally
obvious, however, these groups
now represent factional political

Moving?
Local or Long Distance. Professional handling of you r
delicate clinui, glassware and
furniture. Sanitized vane and
pads.
Call

Red Line Carriers
298-1088

for free estimate
Agent United Van Lines
MOVING WITH CARE
EVERYWHERE

-

COligraintalion3

on the

engagement

of:

Karen Baker, junior sociology moior
Ralph Foulger, junior Spanish
.xt Chaminade College in
Honoiulu.
r

Andrea Vargo, Delta Zeta, senior
international relations major to Larry
Krupka, assistant city planner of Palo
Alto.
Sandra Lynn Charlton, freshman so to -elementary education to
I’d Ray Young, senior aeronautical
,cr rig major at the University
Santa Clara, presently employed
L, an aviationelectronics company
in San Jose.

tive roaibination-vre call i.
a general confrontation between
the executive officers of both
groups before
student body.
It is our sincerest wish that
such a meeting will be utilized
by both sides to clearly present
their positions before the college
community, take cognizance of
any criticisms or questions coming from the audience, and lead
to a fruitful alliance of both
conservative and liberal in a
real, concerted campaign for the
"excellence In education" so obviously desired by to many on
this campus.
John 1.ong
ASB A12739
Richard K. Ballo
A5006
Jim Brewer
A12717

the

Dine Out
and Relax
Too tired to cook? Why
not treat yourself to a delicious meal at Bohannon’s.
Nowhere can you relax in
a more delightful atmosphere, and certainly nowhere
can you find excellent cuisine to equal Bohannon’s. But
more than that, dining out is
fun - it’s the ideal way to
start or end that special evening.
Also, don’t forget that
Bohannon’s has ample parking space for your convenience.
Enjoy your next

meal

Friday:

Dancing 9 to 1:30
Added attraction ...
Turtle races
Bring your turtle and enter.
First time trials 9 p.m.

Saturday: Sing -A -Long Band
Foot stomping_
Hand clapping fun
Sunday:

Special
(No school tomorrow)
Event

Happy Hour 7:30-9 p.m.
Pitcher of Beer 75c
THE AWFUL -AWFUL.
2raff. --AuflThin-n-a-: 2:6a-is
a a ,11- rid

at

Roberta Allen, Delta Zeta, senior
speech and drama major lo Charles
Houck, an accountant with tho Link
-sup in Palo Alto.
N complimentary copy of our 115
,qcs Bridal Guide is yours by call Vienna Watkins .. . Bridal Consultant.
Engagements will be announced
ovary Thursday, courtesy of:

CABANA

CY 2-1266

MOTOR HOTEL
Palo Alto
4290 El Camino
Phone 327-0800

1401 S. First St.

FIRST AT SAN CARLOS

in

254.4200

E. 0. M. CLEARANCE

SHOP HALE’S MONDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY UNTIL 9:00 P.M.
294-4200
1st and San Carlos
Terry Scuffs by famed maker in white, pink or blue.
1.99
S-M-L. Reg. $3
White
style.
Chanel
Orlon.
100%
Summer Cover Ups in
3.99
and pastels. S-M. Values to $7
Shirts and Blouses by famous maker in prints and solids.
Varied collars and sleeve styles. Tuck-ins and overblouses.
2.99 3.99
Sizes 30-38. Values to $7
Swim Caps. Regularly $6 now 3.00. Regularly 2.50 now 1.25.
I .50
Regularly 3.00 now
Ladies’ Gloves in nylon and cotton. Classic styles. Broken
1.99
sizes. White, black and bone
Famed Stretch Pants, side zip, pastels. 10 and 12 only.
7.90
Reg. $ I 3
Famed Maker Shirts. Convertible and Bermuda collars.
3.90
Roll or sleeveless
co-ordinates,
shirts,
including
selection
Good
Sportswear.
1.99 to 24.90
2-pcs.
Young Junior Dresses. Reg. $10-$28 values.
5.99-17.99
Now only
Junior Denim Co-ordinates. Reg. price $5 to $ 1 2 . Now
1.99-4.99
sale priced
Robes in Cotton, Shifts and Dusters. All in good size
4.99-15.99
range
Petticoats in Nylon Tricot. Famed labels.
2.99
S -M L
Nylon Tricot Slips in Assorted Colors. Regularly 5.95 and
3.99-5.99
8.95. Now
Famed Name Sleepwear. Buy now and save
3.99-16.99
at sale pricci,
Bras and Girdles in discontinued styles.
1.29-15.99
Values to 29.50
Co-ordinates in Nylon Helenca. Jamaicas, Bermudas and
Capris with matching tops. Also blouses. Values to 10.00.
3.99 to 6.99
Now on sale
Dressy and Career Summer Suits in arnel and cotton seer14.99
sucker. 6-14
.
Wool Toppers. Clutch, button styles. Fully lined.
14.99
Sizes 8-18
Wool and Mohair Success Coats. White, celery’, muffin,
$29.00
black. 6-16. Reg. $40
Formal and Cocktail Dresses drastically reduced. Long and
I. Dal k and pastels.
$14 to $70
Many one-of-kind ...Reg. 28.00 to 140.00. Now
...........

..........

Thursday: Giggle hour 8 to 9 p.m.
Beer 15c per mug
Dancing 8 to 1:30

NOW THRIJ
TUESDAY!
to

I Ali tor:
1 would like to add my voice
ith reference to the right to
work opinion expressed by Jack
Cox (Daily 5,21).
There has been a lot of talk
campus about civil rights but
none about the civil right to
work and this is a right (Re:
Supreme Court decisions -Constitutional Law W.S. Code) Section 711 f-64-843-7 15th Amendment), 63-1058, 99-1129, 66-1044
il4th Amendment).
There are some here who have
said that they would deny the
right to work. How would they
like to have a rope around their
neck and thus be denied the
right to breathe? They are, by
denying the right to work, denying a man the right to breathe
economically.
If Johnson gets his way on the
repeal of T-II section 148, there
will be a "long hot summer" in
the battle for the right to work.
Andy Andersen
A21027

groups of both the right and the
left and are more concerned with
the political implications of their
particular organizations than
with the betterment of the educational system of Californiaas especially related to SJS.
We the undersigned, members
of Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary fraternity, deplore the situation and take this opportunity
to call for a cessation of all hostilities and a combining of both
SEE and CER so that the academic issues presently confronting all college students-regardless of their political bent --may
be more constructively sought
after. Tau Delta Phi categorically refuses to sponsor or endorse any group which, in striving for educational excellence,
assumes an ideology so politically oriented that it excludes
a sizeable portion of the student
body solely for non-academic
purposes.
To implement a combining of
SEE and CER-and we emphasize that this must be a construe-

AUSTRALIAN SOLDIERS SAIL FOR VIET NAM
SYDNEY (1.:PD- -Nine hundred Australian soldiers marched
aboard a troop carrier yesterday and prepared to sail for South
Viet Nam to help fight the anti-Communist war.
Tight security surrounded the operation. No wives or other
relatives were allowed near the ship, the H.M.A.S. Sydney. Soldiers
carrying rifles with fixed bayonets guarded the area while police
launches patrolled the harbor.
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The cars are the same!
The price is the difference!

WEEKEND SPECIAL

it 54
isper

Special Weekly Rate

24

entire week for $69.00. No mileage charge. Pay only for the gas you
use.
The
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SYSTEM
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CAR
or

hourday,5, par nage

PHONE 295.1502
141 South Fourth
Across from the library

Newly elected Occupational
Therapy Club officers will be installed t his afternoon at 3:30
during is candle -lighting ceremony in 1113301.
The new officers include: Joyce
Ilirano, president ; Mari ly n
Ca re y. vice president; Janet
Lewis, recording secretary; Joan
Ramsey, treasurer; and Jackie
Morton, corresponding secretary.
The c I u b’s retiring officers
are: Madelyn Wong, president;
Paula Ryan, vice pr es i den t;
Shari/a Moe. recording secretary; Patricia Layton, treasurer;
and Susan Fanning, corresponding secretary.
Mrs. Eleanor P. Mann, assoelate professor of occupational
, therapy, serves as the adviser.
The club recently held its an all Senior Farewell, at which
time its 30 graduating seniors
were honored.
The purpose of the service ortzanization is to encourage students to gain knowledge and
experience in the occupational
therapy field, according to a club

-- ,
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FREE GAS!

FREE GAS’

CLIP ’N’ SAIlk

MINIM

TWO NEW BEACC.44
STATIONS
1 -FREE GALLON GAS-1
with Purchase of 5 Gallons of Gas
Good at A11

BEACON
--4011101P--

GASOLINE STATIONS
Mtn

MINN.

MIMI

spokesman.

I
I

1

t 51101.1
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1.51
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The SAE’s will have a new $300,000 house awaiting their return
in the fall. The house, located at 184 S. 11th St., will include 25
Iwo-man rooms, a separate chapter room, library, basement recreation room and upstairs and downstairs lounges.
The house will also feature a third floor balcony, two-story
living room, card room, night kitchen and parking for 30 cars.
Leading the SAE’s in their new house next fall will be: Dale
Vogel, president; Andy Loomis,
vice president; Roger Morris,
COLLEGE MENtreasurer; Reed Marquardt, secretary; Gary Scardina. pledge
SUMMER HELP
trainer; Jack Chillemi, corresponding secretary; and Jeff
A limited number of applicaDavis, social chairman.
tions are now being accepted
for 11-13 week summer employKAPPA SIGMA
ment in sales.
The Kappa Sig’s ended semester activities with the election
Internationally known concern with
of new house officers,
offices in all principal cities.
13111 Brunick was selected to
Last year those accepted
lead the men in the fall. Don
averaged over S130 a week
Stamm will serve as vice president; Andy Azzavido, secretary;
38 SCHOLARSHIP
Dan Dahlen, treasurer; Dennis
AWARDS RANGING
Startford, rush chairman; Dave
FROM 5200-52,000
Colmar. house manager; Don
3 SCHOLARSHIPS
Phelps. pledge trainer: and Greg
AWARDED WEEKLY
Swan, social chairman.
Pleasant, constructive work,
all cars furnished.

The Match Box

I

ji,I.

from

Gilroy,

to

Edward 5’. king, Jr., sophomore

I am going to finance my trip home
by selling my books to-

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
J1111111111111!M1111111111111111111111HWAIII

Campus"
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Master
ENV 1 LE R S
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

The New look in design at
Santa Clara County’s most
fashionable jewelry stores

business ma.jor

Peggy:

Kelly,

fmin San Jose.
illni111.

history

Oaks, to
Kennett’ I. Thompson, junior accounting major from Los Angeles. They will wed August 21.
Sue Vera, senior education
major from Palo Alto, to Hank
Ferber, Lambda Chi Alpha, senior business major from Cayucas.
01;1 jot’

1.1’0111

SlIelThall

’Musk of India’
Time Correction
times for the "Music of
For

I

A SUMMER OF TRAVEL, EXCITEMENT & CHALLENGE!

UNITED AIR LINES
Is seeking a SUMMER STEWARDESS from this campusto start training June 14 in Chicago.

After five weeks of free training earn up to $700 flying until school
resumes. Throughout the school year act as United’s representative
and receive additional pay for each referral that is selected and
starts

stewardess training.

A career opportunity for

$

to

45.50

.

.

.

$100.00

Sophomore or Junior, Minimum Age 20
Single
S’ 2" to 5’ 9"
Proportionate Weight, 105 to 140

Successful candidate to be based in one of 11 major
U. S. cities all summer.

SPECIAL INTERVIEWS FRIDAY, MAY 28
MAKE APPOINTMENT AT
STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE

THAN

1/2 PRICE

SLACKS
Worsteds ...

$22.63

Dacron -wool ...

RETAIL

from $12.95
to

cnd SATURDAY

Dacron -cotton

VAUGHN’S
.

From $ 29.50
$ 59.50 .

$14.88

. . . $29.33

A,

firitm

125 So. 4th St.

’,hit.. . . .

Shot t

’SI..

skew" Dr,

Stripe: ... Taiter.,e11:

from
to

.

.

RETAIL
$ 5.95 . . . .

$ 2.88

$ 8.95

$ 4.33

SALE

SWEATERS and JACKETS
V -necks
Sleeveless ... Cardigan, .
Golf Janet’, .
Windbreakers

to

$24.95

SAI E

$ 4.33
$12.33

the
First Notional Charge

SALE HOURS: MON. THRU FRI., 9:30-9:00; SAT. 9:30-6:00

Rankamericard

EUROPE THIS SUMMER!
STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF AND FAMILIES
WHEN -Right after 6 week

summer session

HOW LONG -Nearly 6 weeks
WHERE-

TO

HOW -Pan
taYMME TRY

PR1CLS

FROM

*125

TO

TERMS GLADLY

I.

72 S. First St.
San ,lo’a
Phone 29/-0920

London from San Francisco and return

American Polar Jet-Regular flight (not a charter)

$1500

You arc cordially invited to resit our
Blida! Itegiory and Arc mir 22 11.11 PM.
ernA in thinairarr.. lemming * Svrarimn
Eine China * Cn ord Strome", by
Holnicruird * Roda from Streden.

Master
JEWELERS

Westgate Shopping Center
Hon ¶iar4Imrqa Ave.
Phone 379-..../1)1
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SAVINGS - OVER $200.00
FARE $557.20 R.T.
(Reyuldr [we $163.20)
DATES - FROM SAN FRANCISCO AUGUST 2nd
RETURN TO SAN FRANCISCO FROM LONDON SEPTEMBER 9th
For Information Call AN 9-3117 or College Extension 2158

I

. . Button downs . . . Tab. . .

from $ 8.95
Ph. 292-7611

SALE
6.33

$12.33

$24.95

RETAIL

St..)

$

SHIRTS
orl

. .

SALE

. Flannel: ... Re-

... etc.

TOMORROW,

$49.33

Twills

verse Twists ... Dacron Wools ... Blends

L ST 3
Ys

SPORT COATS

to

a qualified young lady -must be:

SAl f=

iAll
twin

.I price- ’tailing
Jane it ate. Thursday and Friday night, $4, $3.75 and $3.25;
and for the finals on Saturday,
$7.50, $6.50 and $5.50. Orders
may he addressed to Miss Cali
tomtit Paeearn, P.O. Box 921,
Santa Cr11/

17-19,

are 110W being taken.
The competition will result
in the crowning of Miss California for 1965.
Tickets are being sold in
three -night lids only until June

TODAY,

.

RITAII

and day are 10:30
and 1130 a.m. on Wednesday,
.lime 2.
correct time

.

Pageant, .lone

Cahlurina

Attractive and Personable

Blend: ...

India"

clarification,

.
... Gabardine.
Da,-rons . . . W.,01s . . . Dacron -cotton’.,

Wools ..

Daily carried two specified
concert.

SUITS

.

11IT1N TIATLY--1

27 l’ur,

Tickets for Miss California Pageant

Call

PINNINGS
IKappa, junior recreation maim. from Bel
Air. I Itieliard Wolfe, Sigma Nu, junior history major from Palo
834-3626, Oakland
Alto.
297-6680, San Jose
handl Rea, employee of the Manhattan Beach Space Technology
ALTERNATE PAY PLANS:
Laboratory from Manhattan Beach, to David Thind, Alpha Tau
Starting Salary $520 per month
Omega, senior business and industrial management major from West
or Straight Commission
Hollywood.
to those accepted after 3 day
Stephanie Ashby, Kappa Alpha Theta, Junior social scienee major
indoctrination period.
froin Liis Al Ills Hills, to Jack L’hupple, Della Tau Delta, senior
mathematics major at Stanford
University from Coronado.
Juice
Morrill,
Gamma Phi
Beta, senior occupational theraLESS
py major from Menlo Park, to
Vaughn’s Presents:
Mike Beatty, Phi Gamma Della,
senior biology Inajor at Stanford
University.
Lois Runt, sophomore sociology
major front Santa Rosa, to Bob
Teary, Phi Sigma Kappa. senior
business and industrial management major from Brea.
ENGAGEMENTS
Featuring the Entire Stock As Shown
Jodi Jensen, senior manse mat

Thiirctlny. 11,,.5

MR. A. L. MERCER
362-6468, San Francisco

SALE

"Right on

.
.

t caus
l
inependen
d

3
3
************************************************

only the as you use

SAVE MONEY! Pick up your car
after 3 p.m. on Friday; return before
9 a.m. Monday - pay only two days
rental.

Candle Ceremony
To Fete Officers :
Of Therapy Club

ONLY 1S SEATS LEFT !

DUTY

4QP %TIT 1N

We represent a century
old life insuram:e compaily
iii a solid reputation.
stodgy, though. The
t,anpany’s growth pallet ti
in the last ten years is a
reflection of keeping upto-date with the newt ,t
coverages and features- with competitive rates.
The sales force speaks
quality, too. They’re wellint ormed in the professional approach to life
insurance programmine.
Many of them began their
sales careers on college
and university campuses
in the Company’s internship program for students.

Spartans in Mexico
Hard Work Awaits

Farm Recruiters
Seek Male Students
Recruitmertt

r JIlimunity

Sim’ ice

of San

Jose

is

seeking!

male students, preferably juniors
and seniors, interested in further- ,
ing the cause of farm labor MI
’ California,

to

lead

high

school’

wink crews this summer.
"This summer will be crucial
for the farm labor issue in C’alilomiti," said Charles Faucher, field
supervisor for (’BS. "Either doowstie workers will harvest the
is or bracero-type programs
ii ill be reinstated.

If you like the idea of a
quality company, a quality
training program, and
quality products and if
you think you’d be interested in looking into a
career before graduation
get in touch.

Its

"We are &see Ting a program
to send high school juniors and
seniors to Salinas and Monterey
from June 18 to September 1,"
he said.
College-age men are needed to
organize and motivate the groups
of 20 students. The position. which
would pay $1.6041.75 an hour for
a six -day week, requires supervisory, not agricultural,
Bill Woodkey will be In the
Cafeteria today from 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
and tomorrow from 9-11 a.m., to
contact applicants for the program.

Artist Supplies
Stock Picture Frames
Huge Selection of Prints

Since 1916
112 S. 2nd Street
and Valley Fair Center

Ben Reichmuth C.L.U. ’57
Munager

Tom Niemann ’63

John Hyde ’64

SAN JOSE NEEDS

Tom Heflin ’64

Dick Flanagan ’65

Ray Terry ’65

PROVALENT
11.41.101.1C

sored by the Crown Zellerbach

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES

Jud Bird ’65

MUT LAI

"Discover the Americas" posters
SOU fti OF THE BORDER
bring four SJS students prizes in a poster contest jointly spon-

LIFE

coma.... or roorootoolO

a century of dedicated service

Company and the Advertising

Special Discount

Starting Salary $525 Per Month. After six
months $551 Per Month. If you are a graduating senior in Business Administration, Economics, Political Science, or related fields,
investigate this excellent opportunity in City
Government. Applications are now being accepted in Room 211, City Hall, 801 N. 1st St.

to SJS
Faculty & Students

Grand

prize

gional

first

of

West.

the

and

winner
place

winner

Cameros
Projectors

Supplies
" Equipment

devcioptng -- printing
repairs
rentals

is

ginia

City,

Nevada.

Craig

Monroe (c.) from Vallejo took
third place and Karen Condon
(r.) from Los Gatos took second.

Kenneth Morgan,

ant

advertising

the

Crown

assist-

manager

Zellerbach

for

Com-

Is that our volunteers must pay
their own transportation to and
from the project. This can run as
high as $200.
"Also, ’Amigos’ does not pay
any salary for the volunteers’
work."
Another significant difference
noted by Shanteau is that the
group runs out of funds on
occasion.
"Last year we ordered some
plastic pipe for a project in C’entral Mexico. As the pipe crossed
Arizona, the money ran out.
"As far as we know, the pipe
is still in the middle of Arizona
somewhere."

pany (lower right) discusses the
winning entries with the con-

Phone 297-5707
245 South First

testants. A fourth SJS student,
Sally Jenkins of Los Gatos,
took honorable mention. She is
not pictured.

NINO iniMIERIItiii.MIliGre...ii9111Irri9COIORdt

"It looks like the
CAL BOOK ANNEX
on 10th and San Carlos
will be open by the
beginning of finals."

.-40,7476244\

re-

Dennis Fregger (I.) from VirMovie & Still

210 North 4th Street
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Association

NI slItis It 11 I
:5.2110 to travel
to a desert town in Central Mexico
to spend a summer working in
100 degree weather digging a pipeline four miles long?
Fifteen San Jose State students
will do just that this summer as
part of Amigos Anonymous.
Organized as part of the National Conference on Inter-American
Student projects, "Amigos" has
been in operation in California for
tt
years.
Jim Shantrau, 22-year-old psychology major from Saratoga and
project director in charge of
logistics for the South Bay Area,
said that the "hardest job is gathering supplies and materials for
the summer projects.
"Since we receive no support
from the Federal or State government we are forced to rely on
individual contributions to pay for
supplies.
"Our hardest job is procuring
trucks," Shanteau said. "We try
to get people to loan them to us
for the summer so that we will
have an inexpensive means of
transportation to Mexico."
According to Shanteau, there
will be an additional 250 volunteers joining the 15 Spartans for
this year’s summer project.
"There will be college students
from the University of California,
Berkeley; Stanford; University of
Santa Clara; West Valley College;
and a number of elementary school
teachers who have offered to spend
their vacation working in Mexica.:’.I
While "Amigos" is similar to the
Peace Corps in its methods, there
is one significant difference: "We
are more interested in the means
than in the ends.
"To us," Shanteau continued, "it
is more important to get the people of the villages working together, sharing a common experience, than to construct a new
building.
"Another thing that makes us
difi,rent
from the Peace Corps

SPU To Sponsor
’Dominican’ Talk
By Argentinian
A slightly different look at the
I lianinican crisis will be presented
in a speech tomorrow sponsored
the Student Peace Union.
Inc Nun, visiting professor
et Argentina to the Institute
Latin American Studies at
keley, will discuss the situation
seen through the eyes of a
.,iin American.
The speech will be given torow at 3:30 p.m. in ED100.

10:30 TONIGHT!
Campus Caravan
Soft Swing -Folk -Comedy

EXPERTLY

491 XREP
1051ri

PROGRAMMED

A Girl
Can Really
Go Places
As a United Air
Lines Stewardess
Fly Coast to Coast
and Hawaii
51/2 weeks free training. Starting pay up to $420.00 per
month for 70-85 hours flight
time. You may qualify if you
are a high school graduate
20-26, single, 5’2-5’9", with
proportionate weight.
FOR INFORMATION
CONTACT
Maintenance Base
Employment Office
S. F. Intl Airport
Mon. -Fri. 8:30-12:30

United Air Lines
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!

COAST 70 COAST

1)1’11ING FINALS
511% + 10% PAID ON TEXTS

YOUNG ADULTS

TO BE USED NEXT FALL

ACCOUNTS INVITED!
ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTES!
A Cornplete Line of Nationally Advertised Products

TOP PRICES
ON
DISCONTINIJED TEXTS

S0011 to

fneattement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
70 Bracelets
Clocks

Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers
Phonographs
Hi Ft Sets
RAO
Electrical Appliances

NO MONEY DOWN

thimenvare
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

A YEAR

TO PAY

haw two stores to serve you

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
1/2 Block from Campus

New Annex on 10th & San Carlos

134 E. San Fernando

To Open Soon

Downtown
65 So. First St.
Wi. is3idote n11 downtown lot tickets
CV 2-4910Open til 9 Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Niles
Valley Fair Shopping Center
CH 8-3040Open Mon. thrn Fri. ’til 9 30 p.M.
Sunnyvale
209 So. Taaffe St.
RE 9-0591Open
Thurs. & Fri. Niles
9

FREE
PARKING

SPARTAN D 11 i

Pi Kappa Intramural Director Unruh All-Star Track Here
Ending Fourth Year Here
Wins Title
Mir

STUDENTS

I;,

If you want a good
summer job, call Mr.
Johnson at 293-4982
between 9:30 and 11:30 A.M.

Sales WorkGreat Books of the Western World
fiCettleViototo’rre’tee,101..444.4".",:"VotVogie’Ve-ii..-it.,*,

Renowned Glamour Photographer Bill Ford
Has Openings for

PHOTOGRAPHIC MODELS

’:
;:

Excellent Opportunity
Ages 18-23

s;

Experience Unnecessary, But Applicants Should
Have Exceptional Face and Figure

;

Excellent rates for those accepted.

;

For Interview Phone 656-0257
Ask for Bill Ford or Miss Cifuno

COMING
WEDNESDAY
THE
vriliN
FinTi()\
Spartan

DailN
0

.
111118111lis_

Dave Campbell pitched a one lid ter Tuesday to lead Pi Kappa
Alpha to a 6-0 playoff win over
Sigma Nu.
The win gives PIKA the right to
represent the fraternity league in
he All -College championship playifs beginning today at 3:45 at the
.amih campus.
PiKA will face the Beavers, winof the independent fast ’pitch
..,.fthaii league.
Should the championship series
three games, the final game
will Iv played tomorrow afternoon
ci a mutually agreed time by the
teams.
Six other games were played
Tuesday prior to the one-game
playoff between PiKA and Sigma
Nu.
Alpha Tau Omega edged Phi
"Iqma Kappa 4-1; Delta Upsilon
tut down Sigma Alpha Epsilon
lo -5; Sigma Nu blasted Delta SigIna Phi 11-6; Lambda Chi Alpha
squeezed by Sigma Phi Epsilon
I-2; Pi Kappa Alpha snowed Theta
Xi 18-2. and Sigma Chi nailed
Tickets are on sale at the Theta
l’heta Chi 14-12.
CM Fraternity house, 123 S. 11th
St., for the "King and His Court"
Final Fraternity Fast-Pltch
vs. San Jose All -Stars softball
Standings
game Tuesday, June 1, at MunicL Pet. filiL ipal
Stadium.
PIKA
9
1
.900
"The King and His Court" is a
SN
9
I
.900
nationally known four-man soft9
I
.900
DU
ball team which has played to
AT()
7
3
.700
2 more than seven million fans
since
SX
.500
4 1946.
5
5
PSK
4
5
5
Jam
Tickets are priced at 75 cents if
TC .
4
6
.400
5 purchased before the game and $1
4
it
TN
.400
5 if purchased at the Stadium ticket
,;tt;I
I,
.400
5 office,
3
’7
.300
6
3
’7
.300
6
3
’7
.300
6
0
.0011
10

’King, His Court’
To Come to SJS

The
Review
Thai
Works
Even 1 Hr.
Before
Exams

.1":4

"We can’t do too much If
someone plays under 0 different
or assumed mune," Unruh continued. "We have to leave that
up to the terma captains. Howe% er, if a team eaptain has
proof, the 01 fending team is
automatically dropped from the
league."
When asked about the most important facets of the intramural
program, Unruh was quick to
answer. "Competent officials and
the maintaining of eligibility lists."
Uuruh has seen some fine teams
in the past, and the way he has
organized the program in the
three short years he has been at
San Jose State he will be around
to see many, many more.

Invitations lime been sent to
several teams in the area for a
special All -Star track meet which
will be held on the Spartan Field
June 5.
It is hoped that several tertylsuch as the University of Cal.
fornia, Berkeley and Stanford is ,]!
bring key men so good competit..i,
will be available in the majorit!,
the events.
SJS will be facing Its last rh tic
to qualify for the NCAA in the
mile relay. In order to do
it must run 3:12 flat. SJS I. is..,
alone, however, because all Hcc.
teams have at least one evciii
In which they still hope is
qualify.
Discus thrower John Thompkins.
who has thrown 164, needs to
throw 165 to qualify. "Tim Knowles
must run 47.6 to qualify in the
440, and I’m confident he can hi
so," said SJS track coach Bud
Winter.
SJS will participate in the Federation Meet on June 12. The
following week, June 17-19, SJS
will travel to Berkeley for the
NCAA meet. Those interested in
turchasing tickets should write
immediately to the Universal,. of

Department.
l’aid tat llia
Tickets are $2.50 for the final day
and $6.00 for all three days.

$MART STUDENTS

you earned a "B’’ average
in your FALL SEMESTER you
will receive an EXTRA 20%
discount or savings of $50$150 on CAR INSURANCE.
This scholastic discount is in addit
tion to 2tcar, compact-car and
driver training discounts offered *
4,
through STATE FARM IN. *
* only
SURANCE.
’
CALL
it‘
PAUL J. SCOLA
If

Off. 266-5908
Res. 266-5908

1*
1

COM* TO PROCTOR’S POI TM SIST VALVES .. *MONO WORTHY of PRIOR AND ASRUMPICI

en ’the lady s’ays
"Yes" ...
4

Over 500,000 Others Did in 1964

Jimmy
Clark, in a Lotus -Cortina j,ist 20 rnir.utes to lap the 4th place car
as he wheeled to victory in the 3 hour sedan race at Sebring,
Florida, Match 26, 1965.

So buy Cortina 1500- Cortina GT
& Cortina Station Wagon
If every person who has purchased an imported car in the
past four years had taken a 5 mile ride in a Cortina or
Anglia 1200 sedan, this country would be overrun with
English Fords.

HINT FOR A DIAMOND FROM PROCTOR’S
We

Trade your present car even if you

been providing engagement rings to

can buy with assurance of
value when you select a ring from
You

Come

owe more

in

and

see

our

than its trade value

NO MONEY DOWN

Harvey Calame in the automobile business for
over 30 years in Santa Clara County

PROCTOR’S.

wonderful

Pit4D-C,C) 9wefett
Service with Integrity

91 SOUTH FIRST STREET. Downtown SAN JOSE

Next to Woolworth’s Garden Center

307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE. SAN JOSE

Open Monday & Thursday ’til 9 p.m. . . . Parking Tickets Validated

Stevens Creek Boulevard
241-2095
Open eves. ’til 10 p.m., all day Sat., Sun II to 5

I

I Isms

II t

lazAgos
ft I
i

selection.

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

CALAME’S TRADE CENTER

ng-

area.

quality and

Prices from 9100,00.

"With Credit OK, You May Drive
Away Today"

4855

have

three generations of girls In the San Jose

PP.!CES START AT $1699 EQUIPPED,
$39.33 PER MO. WITH AVERAGE TRADE

Plastic Speed
Summaries
THE KEY
SUBJECT FACTS
ALMOST IN
ONLY
PILL FORM
R50EV
ILC97
TITLB

to identif is th a particular team
or living center."
Despite this fact, Unruh has
own- than doubled the number
of actik Hies as tillable and at the
same thaw has made it possible
to increase the number of participants nearly 700 per cent.
As the director of intrumurals,
Unruh must spend a great deal
of time in preparing schedules,
informational folders, handbooks
and the many other details involved in running the intramural
program.
"The two most difficult activities
to run are football and basketball," Unruh said. "Basketball Is
especially difficult because we
must schedule around other campus activities." These two sports
are time consuming also because
Unruh must check playing rosters
daily for player ineligibility. That
is close to 500 names per day.

BUY
CORTINA

DATA
GUIDE

FOR GRADUATION

\

In a ter, cc ecks, Dan Unruh will
end his fourth year as head of
the San Jose State intramural
program.
Judging from the way the program has grown and improved
over the years, it appears the
Physical Education Department
made a wise choice in hiring a
full-time intramural director,
AlIt
gla Unruh managed to
keep the list rantural machine
functioning stimothly, there are
stUl a few things which affect
the program.
"Our basic aim," Unruh explains,
"is to try and develop a program
in which people can identify themselves.
"However, because San Jose
State is basically a ’commute
college,’ it is harder for people

I

INFORMATION]

Open Mon.. Thurs. & vri. ’til 9:30 p.m.Free Parking in Front of Store

i

SUMMER
STUDENTS
FABRICS

THAT

LUXURIOUS.
H.

LOOK

MOHAIR

AND

BLACK

PLAIN

SHADES

OF

DARK

OLIVE.

SHARKSKINS

,Sii tit user texts

FEEL

SUITS

IN

AND

14

IN

BLUE AND BROWN WITH GOLD-

Open ’til 9 p.m.

EN HIGHLIGHTS.

Mon. thru Thurs.

Sae(’ (Ii . . .

9 to 5 Saturday

Alterations Free

noir orra1ii,«1
bv classes.
Shop 14:(11-Iv (111(1

A’s1

330 So. 10th Street

San Jose

across from men’s dorms

127 So. First St. (Downtown)

Acti.;Nati;,

kotelfh P00,1

OM

II-Sr %MAN MILT
thug .d.o May 2’7. 19(35

Lambda Theta Holds Lunch

I

r
Pi

Administration
Plans Expansion
Of FBI Academy

"The Role of Pi Lambda Theta Chapman, Patricia Christa, Caroin the ’reaching Profession" was lyn( Cole, Janice Coleman.
Other member’s are: (ail
described by Dean William SweeDianne Con ki n, Sue Cummins,
ney of the Education Division at
Betty Dumrel, Shirley Doley,
the installation luncheon of Pi
Kathryn Duggan, Marilyn EdwardLambda Theta, women’s education
son, Kristin Erlendson, Susan Farhonorary, at the San Jose Hyatt
ley, Margaret Fern, Harriett.
I 11111547 recently.
Fisher, Patricia Gananian, Susan
To be eligible for membership in
Gibson, Marilyn Goldfarb, Barba’.
this honorary, women must he of
Hedges, Estelle Henget, Mary
r
tipper division standing in educagel, I tar -net Jakovia, Sara e
tion. liak 16 an (nerall grade point
Mary Joyee Kelly, Jean tuillii
/it ; 0 :mil exemplify and maintain
Arlene ManlIffla.
the 110,11 standards find ideals of
Concluding Die trientborSitip aie:
hi’
,Juiitilti
Charlene Marron, Judith McConW. lirooks, president.
nell, Linda McMahon, I.ianne
MernIxrs of the honorary are:
Jeanette Ahmann, Diana Aldrich,
Bernadette Atkinson, Betty Ballinger, Rebecca Barritt, Annit a
Masses will be held today in
Bayaca. Anita Bell, Mary Blom- observance of Ascension Thursguist. Judith W. Brooks, Marjorie day, a hole day of obligation for
Brown. Mildred Buzek, Barbara Catholics. Services are at 11:45
Caro, Aileen Carlentini, Janet a.m., 2 p.m., 4 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. at
Ca rty. Carol Chapman. Judi t h Newman Center. 79 S 5th St.

I

.
’...SIIINGTON ’UPI
Gen. Nicholas Katzenbach said
yesterday the administration was
planning a massive expansion of
the FBI National Academy.
Eat zeiliKkell said President John Son t.% ill ask Congress for $10 milIhrn to Modernize :del exparill
academy :it Qualifier., Va., %shore
itttA
1141. i{ises slide :mil
erAIINI.S.
12-Wttl.k
sin
lie said the expansion would
permit the academy to increase its
annual student load from 2(K) to
1,200.
Pointing to a rising crime rate,
the attorney general said he could
"think of no time in which such ,
an expansion could hake greater
benelit for the wit iou"

Holy Day Services

Work-Study Jobs
For June Available

TODAY:
Ozaw a, Dorothy Papp, Roberta
Gamma Alpha Chl. 3 p.m. J101
Quaid, Judith Rausch, Karen ShirInitiation and inmaitution.
ey, Susan Stzinich, Marjorie StanSummer jobs are available on
Young Americana for Freedom
ford, Sherry Truax, Virginia Ves- and off campus through the Eco- 3 p.m., (II163. Elections.
sel, Elizabeth Wiens, Judith Wit - n om ic Opportunity Act Work Baptist Nt udent Union, ’1
son.
p.m., Memorial Chapel. Film,
Study Program. Interested stuHumanists On Campus, 4 p.m.,
dents may apply through the Stu- H5
dent Personnel Office, ADM20I,
Angel Flight. 7 p.m., Cafeteria
A and B. Coffee. Actives, pledges
for clearance.
Students who were cleared dur- and guests
Student Math Society, 7 pm.,
ing spring semester need not reapply They may e 41 n I Lte t the El ME/ Matti chilli..
..111 be shown
Slider: on Da.’
TOMORROW:
Placement Center, ADM234.
at Balla’ Chili naiad l’UW at N p.m.
Hume Reorst ,,,, i (r (liii b, 9 to
Openings inelutte positions for
at 231 E. San Fernando St. Apartstudents with clerical skills as v....11 II 30 urn., III. Coffee hour. Facment 12.
as for those interested in e011111111- ulty and students from all departThe slides will be presented by nity service, recreation and gen- ments invited.
a
on
them
took
who
Zamzow,
Jim
International Strident Center, 8
eral types of jobs.
recent pilgrimage to Bahai holy
p.m., 285 S. Mar ke I. "Sports
Students may work 40 hours per
Haifa
Tel-Aviv,
including
places,
Night" featuring awards in tourweek if not attending summer sesand Nazareth.
naments: ping pong, chess, checksions and 15 hours per week if
An introductory talk will be giv- taking courses. They must be re- ers. Dance contest.
en and refreshments will be served turning to SJS as a fulltime stuat the meeting.
dent in the fall semester.

Banal To Present
des On Israel
ides
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Reception

63 CORVAIR
59 RENAULT 4CV - R&I-1 40
t.E. 241 6132.
I..s
64 SUZUKI
F
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Senate Leader Hugh Burns yesterday aiitiouneeil they us ill shortly
e investigation
tumuli a
of Flight.’
tTguju i’i’si I

ati, at, especially the
I california.

The Ikko

top Democrats told

their joint

news conference last

week that they wanted the investigation but would not proceed if
the plan encountered widespread
opposition.

Yesterday, Burns said that he
had received "considerable encouragement from the public at large
and individual members of the
Board of Regents." The speaker
The Department of Foreign Lanpro tern of the Senate said the
gtiages has announced that all stuindividuals represented "a good
dents presently enrolled in French.
cross section of the board."
German and Spanish classes from
Unruh said the necessary resoLas level through 160 must take departmental examinations on June lution was being drafted and would
be introduced shortly. The orig:t.
Students should consult the bul- inal plan calls for a joint house
study, to be completed in 1967.
, letin board in the Foreign LanAn outgrowth of recent disturbguages department office in Bldg.
ances at the university, the investiiN for room assignments.
gation will cover the state colleges
as wen.
am firmly convinced
I hat the university regents will
...elcomi- a cooperative, objective
Items said.

President and Mrs. Robert D
Clark have invited all persons reRATES - Furs. ceiving baccalaureate or master’s
298-1429.
degrees during summer 1964, fall
REGISTER NOW
EURN, 2 bdrm. apts. Summer rates. $80 1964 or spring 1965 to a me’re, os. Gal Fr
9,.-eptionists, Book- nn. 620 S. 7th, 292-0913.
wl ad ua lion reception on Friday,
2 BDRM. (urn, apt. Ideal loc. Lqe., quiet. June 11 from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
T46 S. 5th. 294.3810.
Cafeteria.
II 01:.aNNEL SEARCH AGENCY
2 TO SHARE clean 2 bdrm. house, close
Cal Gabe, 286-0848. aft. 6.
2 bdrrn apt. (urn., summer: $130
$75
IlEIP US
3 bdrn, apt., 685 summer $160
SOS. Modern. Girls unao
797 1’77.
.r.
Neat, Joan. ’inure
SUMMER RATE
BABYSITTER WAN 311)
.
Harvest Citrus Fruit’, in Ventura County
1 ...en $30 month. IP
REDUCED SUMMER
1- c:’ 42 S. 6-

GIRLS

’64 CORSAIR SPYDER

SACRAMENTO I UPI I -Assembly Speaker Jesse M. Unruh and

Dept. Exams

Work begins June 14.

There Is ONLY

Spartaguide Legislative
Investigation
Of Education

sointommonasswieumammuniiiiiromumoisnooliossionommousimmossoluissommoom
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SUMMER WORK PROGRAM

60 TRI
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TYPEWRITER
SM-Corona Portable
d ,r.d. $20. Frank, 225.0346.

,A/h1C) IS DOC SAVAGE?
DAWN SCHOOL {K-6)

.

.r 2 /1,Isir,r1
mATURE
by toWANT
Mornrnat, to Shure
CT’ 5)306. r-,,us.
’
1
irturd house. Wont seri
, lin,. KI,,,/, ,
ANGLE WOMEN, , ,5,
dir us to help keep
.1,ri I’1 .,l’.
p
din Cr,nt t Bob or Jerry al
I 71S
hi,
St
5.
292 56/2. Ronl $3c.

GIRL’S BIKE - 3 -speed. 000d cond
5. 248 9227, ’,Fier 10.
IOCIt.

Less than 1/2 price from suit.
o,
s. 125 5, 4th. Sales hours
Tit. 9:30-6,
$15 REWARD for man’s Swiss wrist
E .t between Moulder & Hoover.
rski, 294-2927.

BIKE - .2Mans
412$ 10 speed, like new, $50.1

PERSONALS 17)

MONEY
.

S

GET YOUR SHARE

SALE

SUMMER WORK
5n, ’at in :red books and
most for all. Spartan Ar a subsd,

DNS AND TV,,10 bedoom apts. Now
ROGER MiLLER TICKETS ON SALE
Sunnier rates. 523 E. Reed St..
IN FRONT OF BOOKSTORE TODAY WE,GHT‘, COMPLETE includini 1 bars. S. J.
’023046.
$2.50 53.50 . $4.50
57 IAMBRETTA LD 150 - Very good SUMMER & FALL RENTALS - Furn. 2
WANTED
Odrrn, ap,s. $80 $100 summer, $164 fall
’5. 294-0842.
351 S.
Mgr. #6. 298-3494
BIKE 10 speed. good concli
LOW SUMMER RATES - I, 2, & 3
2E6 5,90
Furn.
Apts. Jo -Mar Hall, 467 S
Bdrrn,
- PROFESSOR S LARGE HOME near 8th. 297.8917, Spartan Hall, 65 S. I Ith
’56 PORSCHE HOUSE ior 5 6 serious, responsible men
:ronser, $192,’fall. 12 mo. lease
:
’57 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE
[-ors GUITAR
(kirk. Modern 1 & 2 bdrns
$60 OFF
r,ill. tiwn. Closet,. + 1/2 loll I
’56 FORD CONS
$75, 792.1327.
HELP ’WANTED 14)
I s 2 I. I. s loin., unl
LOW RENT
’60 VLSEA GS
COLLEGE STUDENTS
7,
Summer work opportunity. Now inter
I. 6 5225
’55 CHES.
for limited men this campus.
Nod, ir, main. No. Calif. cities for fac- SUMMER RENTALS as low as $45 px
-, Call 292-9400.
2 dr.. .ury rep,esentative of Domestic & For60 STUDE V8
. Q?
1.
qn AA AI Co. For interview appt. SUMMER RATES - New apts., 1 & 7
2 bath, w/w trot., elec. Ii’
PLEASE BUY -’end inssei .all 356-1263.
outside balconies. 460 S. 4th,
for c’re. A- e .1 ,,crci srnal. check
SUMMER EXCITEMENT AND MONEY
r7
470S s,s, A.
- 292-0086 Some of our top executives started with
59 TR3
SPACIOUS NEW APARTMENTS
our company while going thru college.
FOR FALL
$450 Direct selling, commissions are the hiqh’60 VOLVO
est in the field. Part time representatives 1 bdrm.
2 r r,.-00Ms & 3 Igo.
can earn $120 weekly and higher. Earn- closets, elec. t
t3r, soundproofing.
’63 VALIANT SIG 200
ings for the summer can exceed $2.000. Perfect for three. Res. now, 439 S. 4th,
You can gain valuable business experi- 286-4442.
ence for your future and earn good
_
money. Part or full time Men & Women. SUMMER OR FALL - I bdrm., 2 or 3.
’65 DUCAT! MONZA moforcrnie.
uStorn For interview call 295-5545 or write 434 Cool & quiet. 460 S. 6th.
E. William St., Rm. 104, Mr. Perry. Come
370
in person for interview Daily. Mgr. Tr. SANTA CRUZ - Roommates wanted to
58
share apt. near Pleasure Pt. during sumW:ris
5. VW
mer. 292.1251, Marc.
Marty
-et 1,25. 281, E4
Improve Your Chances for that
55 PLY
.
w34.
SUMMER JOB
WANTED - 1 roommate for summer
W’1-1 a Prn’ess’arary Prepared
(fail). 451 S. 5th, #5. Call Fran, 286It.
56 FORD
. Man,
915.
JOB RESUME - $5.

11111112111

AUSTIN

59

HE.5 I

HARDTOP

FEM, GRAD, 23, worldnq in S.J., needs
All Writing - IBM type - 50 Copies
roommate. 298-2624, after 5 p.m., week.
PrSUME SERVICE
I se
297-5208 ends. - MEN & WOMEN STUDENTS -- Learn I OR 2 GIRLS to share 2 bdrrn, apt.
mcner. $25 mo. 243,2930/241-3084, aft
in cosrne.
4

-

163 HONDA 50
64 VESPA 90

buy. sell, rent or
announce anything.
rTo
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan
Daily C L ASS I FIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College. San lose 14,
Calif.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time

One time Three times
50c a line 25c a !me

Five times
20c a line

lines
lines
lines
lines

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

Add this
amount for
each additional line

.50

.75

1.00

2
3
4
5

Print your ad hem:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Lino)
CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
r Announcements (I)
Automotive (2)
tor Sale (3)
IL Help Wanted (4)
ID Housing (5)
ID Lost and Found (6)
D Personals (/)
D Services (8)
El Transportation (9)

MARRIED COUPLES - Furn. 1 bdrm
$15 Park \A
s Irb. pd. Laund
2
r
I
(FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTED FOR
SUMMER
Op,lou for Fall. House at

DEAR JOHN: Why don’t you sell your
books at Spartan Bookstore? We are go.
ing to need the money, plus a bonus
MARSHA.
DEAR MARSHA: Will sell at Spartan
80,1
They pay the Inns’ John
NEED

Starling Dote
frwwww

Free Transportation for All College Students Completing
the Summer Work Program
Work

Immediately Available and for Next 21/2 Months

Call at
ClasVieci Adv. Offi e - J206

AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
0,0,
5305. 449 W. San Carlos.
TYPING - Term papers. thesis. etc
P in electric. 243.6313.
TYPING-All kinds. IBM electric. Work
.aranteed. Jo Vine, 378-8577.
TYPING SERVICE - East San Jose 258-4335.

or

Spartan

check.

Make

check

out

Daily Classifieds
Phone 294.6414.

Eat,

tee.

A representative of the farm labor placement service will
be on campus to interview interested workers this Friday.
Joseph Santana, farm labor placement rep. will interview
prospective workers in Room 234 of the Administration
Building from 9:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

"E
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This committee will be responsible for interviewing all candidates for ASB appointive positions.
Interviews will be held tomorrow to choose three members for
the Distinguished Scholar In Residence Committee. These will be
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m in the College Union,

Don’t Wipeout!

EXCELLENT TYPING done in my home.

Call 252-5793.

WHO IS DOC SAVAGE?
S.B.S.
SUMMER BIKE STORAGE
Only $5 for careful inside storage until
next Sept We also buy good used
bikes. 318-9513,

("4", _

BUYING AT TOP PRICES - plus bonus
- your used books. Spartan Bookstore.
EXPERT TYPING - Hr.-page, electric
typewriter. Sunnyvale area. 245-7999.
ATTENDING Summer School? Blossom
Ranch School offers Summer Day Camp
for your youngster. Classes 6th grade. Swimming, horseback, riding.
carnpouts. $25 wk. includes transp. Call
356-5411.

tr.

TRANSPORTATION 19/
NEED RIDE lo area of Raton, New
Mex,co. Starting June 12th or 13th.
264-2755.
NEED RIDE to vicinity of Michigan. Aft,
6/10. Share expenses. Doug, 292-7236.

Sell your books to Robert s during finals

TO PLACE
CLASSIFIED

Phan-cash

Inters iews will be held from 2
5 p.m. today at the College

the Personnel Selection Commit-

Living Quarters Are Free; Food Is $2.50 Per Day. All the
Milk You Want to Drink Is Provided

1110114111118811801111111111111181111111101111111119191119

In

Union to select nine members of

Work 6 Days a Week; 8 to 10 Hours a Day

STORE

MWF 9:30 3:30

(No of days) Enclose $--

I

In Beautiful Ventura County -Excellent Recreation Areas
Available Nearby

LAST DAY

To place an ad:

Address_

ASB Interviews
Held Today At 2

SERVICES (8)

Send in handy order blank. Enclose
Run Ad

Live -In Camp Jobs Picking Oranges and Lemons
48 Hour Training Period to Assure Proficiency and High
Piece -rate Earnings

,,ersne 2 prac.
rser. Llsra, 2

SUMMER RATES - 2 bdrm., furn. 1 RIDERS TO EAST COAST - Northern
Si. -’Err apt.: 2 persons, $60: route. June 10th, 294-9351.
n,. 5/5: 4 persons, $80. 495 W.
NEED RIDE to job at IBM. Start June
e.
.,n St,
14, Call 293-4110, after 5.
2 GIRIS WANT HOUSE/ROOMMATES
NEED RIDER, part or all the way to
western Canada. June 11 via Reno or
NEED GIRL to share unapp, apt. for Redding. Dale, 286-4810.
I.. 286-5881.
SHARE driving from Castro Valley area
NEED GIRL TO SHARE unapp, apt. in Summer Session. 582.6141,
with same for fall. Cull 366,4775.
AUSTRALIAN GIRL wants companion to
MALE - 0,.er 21, to share 2 bdrm. travel around U.S. CH 1-1753,
duplex with I other. 551 E. St. James,
SUMMER RENTALS - $25 per person.
Water &
pd. 628 S. 10th, #1.
295-8732. Cull uffor 4:00 p.m. Also deposio. 1,3kon Ira fall semester,

T-Th 10:30-3:30
Name

WHO IS DOC SAVAGE?
330 S. 10th

Gov. Edmund
Brown said last
kkeek that he hoped the legislature
%kook’ not inkestigate.

2465

to

ADS

330 So. 10th St.

Across from the Men’s Dorms

OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. DURING FINALS

,

